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Federal Tax Forms and Compliance

Federal tax laws require that you submit your tax returns regularly and
in a transparent manner, and federal tax forms are an essential part of
the process. This ensures that your annual income is assessed correctly
and your tax liabilities are taken care of, as well as your tax record
is updated properly. The IRS has a number of federal tax forms on its
websites, and you should download the applicable forms, fill them
properly and submit them back. It is in the last stage that having a
good quality scanner coupled with an efficient OCR software can help you
submit your tax records properly.

OCR for Federal Tax Forms

If you have a high speed scanner that can scan your federal tax forms at
high resolution, you can send the output to an optical character
recognition, or OCR software for text extraction. Take care so that the
tax form is not creased, and is dust free, and scan it with a straight
alignment. You can set up the OCR software so that the output goes
directly to the recognition engine, whereby the software starts the text
extraction process. Most recent versions of OCR software employ a
combination of character matching and feature extraction in order to
build up an editable document containing the form fields as well as your
handwritten entries. You can convert this document into a PDF file and
upload it to the IRS website.

Good Options for OCR for Federal Tax Forms
http://www.cvisiontech.com
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There are several professional OCR suites available that offer
customized OCR for federal tax form solutions. These solutions have
pre-defined fields for easier recognition of the forms, and can also
recognize your handwriting if you write legibly. They enable you to type
your tax figures and comments in the editable document, then convert it
into a PDF file so that you can keep a record for yourself as well as
submit your tax return without hassle.
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